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Before engaging in practice activities and games, it may be 
necessary to teach and /or learn the names of the 26 letters 
of the English alphabet. Here are some possible lesson steps:  

1. In large print on a (chalk or white) board or large paper, put the 
upper (and/or lower) case block letters of the alphabet in order. 
Begin with A.  In clear English, say the name of each letter as             
you print it. Listeners try to imitate your pronunciation.    

2. Beginning with A, point to each letter in order and say its name.                        
As learners repeat, reinforce or correct their pronunciation by 
modeling the letter name again—perhaps even more slowly or clearly.  

3. Begin with the last letter on the board or paper. In reverse order, 
point to each letter and pronounce its name. Learners repeat several 
times. Continue to model clear pronunciation.  

4. Point to the letters in random order. Emphasize the ones that 
learners have difficulty with. Learners repeat the names again.  

5. Point to the letters of the alphabet in order and have the group tell 
their names. Repeat in reverse order. Then point to letters in random 
order, and have learners name them. Provide additional practice                 
of letters whose names may confuse learners—such as A vs. E vs. I,  
B vs. V  vs. F vs. W, C vs. S, K vs. Q, D vs. T, etc. 

If exact or close repetition of lesson or activity procedures 
provides participants with comfort or confidence, you can 
repeat the same steps at appropriate intervals with the same 
materials in similar ways. On the other hand, if bored 
teachers or students tend to tune out when they think they 
already “know the answers,” variety or surprise can make 
them more alert—so that they don’t waste their own time.  

For instance, any or all of the above instructions can be 
followed with other materials, such as colorful alphabet 
posters, pre-printed alphabet charts projected onto a screen, 
smaller versions distributed on handouts or cards, big letters 
on separate pages hung in a line or a banner, and so on.             
With or without help, learners can “teach” one another in 
pairs or small groups. They can use alphabet materials on 
their own and/or for home study with their families.  

Slow Down or Speed Up?               
Multi-Level Pointers  

In naming the letters                
of the alphabet in English,            

the writing systems of 
beginners’ native languages  
may determine the pace and 
level of the presentation, the 
practice activities or games, 

the reinforcement, and the 
mastery checks or tests.   

For instance,                
those unfamiliar with 
the roman alphabet 

may be able to handle only 
one or a few  letters per 

lesson. In this case, there 
should be several or many 

copies of each letter to point to 
and name.    

 If they are learning 
or practicing only the  

letter names, more 
advanced learners can deal 

with the whole alphabet at one 
time.  Especially if they 

already “know” the 
information, the names can be 

presented and practiced as                
“mini-pronunciation lessons.” 

For example, the lengthening 
of vowel sounds at the ends of 

words (in all the letter names 
except f, h, l, m, n, r, s, w, x ) 

can be indicated with the 
pulling apart of hands or the 
stretching of a rubber band. 

The voiced/voiceless contrasts 
of the initial consonants in the 
letter names  b vs. p, z vs. c 

and d vs. t invite an 
explanation of the principles of 

voicing (vibration of the vocal 
cords vs. the use of air),        

which apply to the names      
of all the consonant letters.   

 

The English Names of the 
Letters of the Alphabet 
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Aa  Bb 
Cc  Dd  Ee  Ff 
Gg  Hh  Ii  Jj 
Kk  Ll  Mm  Nn 
Oo  Pp  Qq  Rr 
Ss  Tt  Uu  Vv 
Ww  Xx  Yy  Zz 

Instructions for the English Names                  
of the Letters of the Alphabet  

From the upper-case & lower-case letters—          
and the IPA (International Phonetic Alphabet)                 

or dictionary pronunciation symbols,                     
pronounce the English names of the letters.   

ALPHABET ANSWERS, ACTIVITY A = The English Names of the Letters of the Alphabet.  

A = / ey / =  A  B = / biy / =  bE  

C = / siy / =  sE  D = / diy / =  dE  E = / iy / =  E  F = / Ef / =  ef  

G = /dZiy / =  jE  H =/ eytS / =  Ach  I = / ay / =  I  J = / dZey / =  jA  

K = / key / =  kA  L = / El / =  el  M = / Em / =  em  N = / En / =  en 

T = / tiy / =  tE  U = / yuw / =  yU  V = / viy / =  vE  

O = / ow / =  O  P = / piy / =  pE  Q = / kyuw / =  kyU  R = / Or / =  är  

S = / Es / =  es  

W = / døblyuw / =  dublyU  X = / Eks / =  eks  Y = / way / =  wI Z = / ziy / = zE 
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Slow Down or Speed Up?               
Multi-Level Pointers  
For any content, participants’ 

language-proficiency levels 
will determine the pace and 

difficulty of the presentations, 
activities, and follow-up.  

For instance, in 
recognizing alphabet 

letters at the lowest 
levels,  learners 

should look first at the 
simplest, clearest, and most 

common fonts and hand 
printing styles. They can 

examine the letters in 
sequence, from A to Z  and in 
reverse, without skipping any. 

It may help to leave one or 
more large alphabet display 

items posted on boards or 
walls. Also, participants should 

have several copies of the 
alphabet—in various fonts 

and/or handwriting styles—to 
carry around and refer to.        

More advanced 
participants might 

enjoy examining 
several or many 

alphabet displays, including 
the more complex, decorative 
fonts and cursive handwriting, 

at the same time. They can 
name and/or locate the 

individual letters in random 
order, comparing and 

commenting on the various 
forms or styles of each one.  

If a display includes symbols 
other than letters (numbers 

and diacritical and punctuation 
marks), these can also be 

identified or named.                
So can illustrations of words 

that begin with the sounds              
of the letters.   

 

Recognizing the Letters           
of the English Alphabet 

For the 26 letters of the English alphabet, there are many, 
many machine fonts available. These sets of type, each of a 
particular size and style, usually include other symbols common 
in writing as well—such as numbers and punctuation marks.  

To form letters by hand, most English speakers first learn 
block lettering (also called hand printing or manuscript ):                     
each letter has an upper-case and a lower-case form.     
Cursive (flowing) writing, also has capital and small letters.  
Of course, printing and handwriting styles vary from one 
cultural group to another as well as individually. Some people 
do calligraphy—fancy penmanship also called “the art of 
writing.” Other artistic letterers use simple, elaborate, 
classic, elegant, frilly, clever, fanciful, amusing, playful, 
jarring, businesslike, and/or other styles. They might base 
their letters on themes like Western, Gothic, typewriter, or 
comic book; make them look like other kinds of writing, such 
as Hebrew, Greek, Russian, or Chinese; combine letters with 
pictures; or make pictures out of the shapes of the letters.  

Because of this huge variation in fonts and writing styles,  
learners encountering a new alphabet need to recognize what  
is essential about the shape, size, and positioning of each 
letter in each of its versions. Here are just a few ideas for 
fun ways to help them do so: 

1. Show—or have learners show (purchased, borrowed, pasted up, 
downloaded, and/or self-created) alphabet posters, wall charts, 
hangings, banners, overhead transparencies, cards, and the like.   
Each item may exhibit the entire alphabet, a group of letters, or                 
an individual symbol.  It can be displayed by itself or posted on a 
board or wall along with several or many of the other items.  

2. To name the letters, participants can follow any or all of the Steps              
2 to 5 in Activity A on page 9, or they can identify them in other 
ways. For instance, a caller can name the letters in random order;                  
groups or individuals can compete in finding them in various displays. 

3. They can demonstrate how they recognized each letter—perhaps by 
tracing its shape with a finger in the air or in a substance like sand, 
salt, shaving cream, or the like.   
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Instructions for Recognizing the Letters of the English Alphabet  
At least three times—in forward and/or backward order—read the 26 letters                           

of the alphabet aloud. Compare and talk about the letters with the same name.  


